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A
Skinning is the process of genera ng surface deforma on of the character from a low‐dimensional controller.
This technique is the de facto way to animate various characters, especially in real me applica ons such as
games or virtual worlds. One popular skinning technique is to automa cally build skinning models from sever‐
al example poses with diﬀerent sets of control parameters. In this talk, I will present my latest research eﬀorts
on skinning from examples and their applica ons. Specifically, first, I will describe a skinning decomposi on
algorithm to extract the linear blend skinning (LBS) model with a low number of unorganized rigid bone trans‐
forma ons and a sparse, convex bone‐vertex weight map. Second, I will present a skeletal‐based LBS rigging
to reconstruct bone transforma ons with skeleton structure, joint posi ons, and skinning weights. Third, I will
introduce an eﬃcient two‐layer sparse compression technique to substan ally reduce the computa onal cost
of a dense‐weight skinning model with insignificant loss of its visual quality. These three introduced tech‐
niques can be poten ally used for many graphics and anima on applica ons including anima on edi ng, skel‐
eton extrac on, hardware‐accelerated rendering, data compression, and collision detec on. Finally, I will con‐
clude this talk by describing my future research direc ons and plans.
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